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Preface 
Recent economic and productivity gains of rechargeable batteries have cemented their dominance in 
energy-intensive societies. With demand soaring, enhancing battery performance through continuous 
monitoring is essential to limiting their environmental footprint. While some benefits of sensing have been 
known for a century, the convergence of fiber optic techniques with new battery platforms is poised to 
change the industry as a wealth of chemical, thermal, and mechanical data will transform the utilization 
strategies for new and used lithium-ion devices alike. This Review highlights recent advances and 
associated benefits with a focus on optical sensors that could improve the sustainability of batteries. 

Introduction  
Perhaps no technology better represents the sustainability challenges of the 21st century than that of 
rechargeable batteries1-3.  Lead-acid and nickel metal-hydride batteries are mature technologies with 
nearly closed-loop supply chains and excellent materials recovery/reusability, but lithium-based batteries 
have ousted their predecessors due to the insatiable and sophisticated demands across many industries, 
combined with the ongoing internet of things (IoT) communications revolution. At their current pace, 
lithium-ion battery (LIB) pack prices are projected (https://about.bnef.com/blog/battery-pack-prices-cited-
below-100-kwh-for-the-first-time-in-2020-while-market-average-sits-at-137-kwh/) to drop below €85 per 
kWh by 2023, a threshold that is believed to render batteries competitive with internal combustion engines 
in the automotive sector. Such utilization of rechargeable batteries may lead to significant decreases in 
CO2 emissions for the power and transport sectors, which accounts for 23% and 16% of global emissions 
in 2017, respectively3. Thus, while the promise of improved carbon neutrality and “macro-level” impact 
due to further adoption of Li-ion batteries is excellent, short-sighted considerations for their reusability or 
repurposing means that maximizing the quality, reliability, lifetime, and safety (QRLS) of cells and systems 
is essential establishing device-level sustainability. Major research initiatives and funding sources4 are 



responding accordingly and are now focused on “greening” Li-ion batteries5 through eco-designed 
materials and electrodes, re-thinking battery recycling approaches1, and expanding the quest for passive, 
non-disruptive diagnostic techniques that can demonstrably improve device performance2. However, the 
latter case of battery monitoring is a complex problem that must decode an intrinsic competition between 
main and parasitic faradaic chemical reactions and phase transitions, together with electronic and ionic 
transport limitations. Parasitic reactions will lead to phenomena6 such as uncontrolled growth of solid 
electrolyte interphase (SEI), electrode cracking, metal dissolution, shuttling of redox contaminants, and 
lithium plating. Not only are all these phenomena detrimental to cell performance, but poor diagnostic 
abilities lead to an over-reliance on imperfect data to establish safety margins and a systematic under-
utilization of cells and batteries, depicted in Fig. 1a. 

In the laboratory, numerous characterization techniques have been developed to untangle the 
underlying science of batteries which enlist sophisticated instrumentation7-10 and can ideally operate in 

operando, or as a cell is cycled. However, these analytical techniques rely on special equipment and cell 
designs that cannot be deployed directly in commercial cells11. In the field, monitoring of current (I), 
voltage (V), and impedance (R) parameters constitute the basic data elements of today’s battery 
management systems (BMS). Surprisingly, regarding electric vehicle (EV) applications, temperature and 
its gradient (which essentially govern the battery chemistry and lifetime12) are not presently measured at 
cell level directly, but at the module level. Analog temperature sensors13-16 are being explored for 
individual-cell sensing, but their size and necessary wiring have hampered their integration. However, 
even with precise knowledge of cell temperature, BMS units are still relegated to inferring reliability and 
performance using statistical approaches. While such estimation is adequate for ‘disposable’ electronics, 
an EV battery may comprise ~1/3 of the vehicle cost, so the pursuit of high-value information leading to 
increased battery service life is clearly justified. Ideally, new cell level sensors will allow us to monitor 
chemical-physical-thermal metrics (in operando with notable time and spatial resolution), which lead to 
more accurate state of charge (SoC) and state of health (SoH) estimates along with early-failure 
indicators.  

The benefits of battery diagnostics are clear, so it is no surprise that the field is blooming with multi-
sensing approaches that this review will modestly attempt to cover. We will begin by giving a brief history 
of battery sensing, followed by its recent evolution: We will discuss acoustic approaches prior to mainly 
focusing on optical sensing as it paves the way to previously inaccessible chemical and mechanical 
metrics. This discussion will be accompanied by a number of examples both from the literature and from 
our own work, which convey the need for combining electrochemistry, photonics, and data science. We 
will conclude by providing our perspective on the future of the field and what we view as enabling a “lab-



on-fiber” analytical platform for field battery monitoring and a new generation of sustainable energy 
storage. 

Box 1 | Glossary of key technical terms 
AE Acoustic emission LIB Lithium-ion battery SMF Single mode optical fiber 

BMS Battery management system LPG Long period grating SoC State of charge 
CEI Cathode electrolyte interphase MOF Microstructured optical fiber SoH State of health 

DMC Dimethyl carbonate NPS Nano-plasmonic sensor SoP State of power 
EIS Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy PCF Photonic crystal fiber SoS State of safety 
EV Electric vehicle QRLS Quality, reliability, lifetime, and safety SPR Surface plasmon resonance 

FBG Fiber Bragg grating RI Refractive index TFBG Tilted fiber Bragg grating 
FOEWS Fiber optic evanescent wave sensor SEI Solid electrolyte interphase ToF Time-of-flight 

IoT Internet of things SEM Scanning electron microscope   
 

 
Fig. 1 | Sensing overview. a, Major physio-chemical sources of battery dysfunction at the component 
and the cell level with an emphasis on the gap that exists in going from lab to system applications. b, 
Timeline of some key milestones for the battery sensing techniques of interest.  
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Overview 
Historically, as early as batteries were put into the market, scientists have been challenged to design 
monitoring techniques17-23 to determine their SoC, SoH, and state of power (SoP) (chronologically 
summarized in Fig. 1b). Pb-acid batteries were an ideal starting point and playground for developing 
methods for diagnosing these parameters since the specific gravity, viscosity, and refraction index of the 
electrolyte each vary in proportion with the extent of electrochemical reaction, and the electrolyte can be 
readily sampled non-destructively. Going back to 1887, hydrometers were used to determine the specific 
gravity of the electrolyte17,24, with higher SoC corresponding to denser electrolyte, because the H2SO4 in 
electrolyte is consumed during battery discharge and vice versa. Optical hydrometer sensors22, whose 
working principle relies on correlating the attenuation amplitude of an optical signal to the refractive index 
of its surrounding electrolyte, were similarly developed for estimating SoC of Pb-acid batteries. Other 
approaches include the design of quartz crystal microbalance sensors23,25 for real-time monitoring of 

changes in the square root of the density-viscosity product (�ρη) of electrolyte25 during battery cycling 

to estimate SoC.  
Due to the various limitations of these sensors, the technology has been effectively supplanted by 

diagnostic methods utilizing electrochemical techniques. Beyond the voltmeter and the ampere-hour 
meter18 implemented long ago, the use of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) or pulse 
methods allows for the contact and charge-transfer resistances and their contribution to the cell 
overpotential to be tracked. These can reveal detrimental effects of ageing, such as increased contact 
resistance due to electrode fracturing or interface growth. It is worth mentioning that alternating current 
impedance20 characterization, as a non-destructive technique, has been widely used in telecom central 
offices over the years to follow the SoC and SoH of Pb-acid batteries. This non-invasive EIS technique 
has also been successfully extended to other battery chemistries including Li-ion. As a contemporary 
technology, Li-ion cells have benefited from third reference electrode26, high precision chargers27 to cycle 
batteries while adjusting charge-discharge currents, sweeping voltage windows, and temperature profiles. 
Through the exploitation of this rich electrochemical data, freewares28 have been developed to help track 
QRLS issues.  

Analytical instrumentation29,30 has also spectacularly evolved over the past decades to enable precise 
quantification of the evolving inorganic and organic species within Li-based electrolyte, as it is closely 
linked to battery longevity. These approaches allow for the determination of salts and solvent 
concentration variations, but typically require cell disassembly and significant laboratory infrastructure. 
These limitations were recently overcome using a non-destructive differential thermal analysis technique31 



(https://www.novonixgroup.com/) that briefly consists of tracking variations of the liquidus and solidus 
features of the electrolyte, together with their associated enthalpies. Since changes to these parameters 
stem from the composition and amount of the electrolyte, implications can be made for the SoH of the 
battery. However, the heating and cooling (with liquid nitrogen) requirements may prevent it from 
operando monitoring in the field.  

Gas formation, electrode swelling and SEI overgrowth, are severe problems linked to cell ageing, and 
each gives rise to cell volume expansion. Archimedes’ in situ gas analysers32, whereby a cell is immersed 
in a fluid and a force sensor allows its buoyancy to be quantified as volume, have mainly been used to 
measure gas build-up stemming from the first charge-discharge (i.e., formation) cycles. In situ 
microscopy10, electrochemical dilatometry33, X-ray computed tomography34, and mechanical stress 
measurements35, can also probe the reversible expansion of insertion and alloy electrodes, as well as 
irreversible expansion concomitant with prolonged cycling. In essentially all cases, these techniques 
require specially designed cells to monitor expansion. Moving towards complete cells, one of the most 
accessible techniques employed to track volumetric expansion during cycling relies on operando pressure 
measurements with strain gauges mounted on cells. Dahn’s group reported a variation of this 
measurement to decouple gassing from swelling for accurate monitoring of the SEI growth by adding a 
protruding gas bag to a pouch cell36. Implementing such pressure measurements on various Li-ion 
NMC(NCA) with either graphite or C/Si composite electrodes, they succeeded in spotting the irreversible 
volume expansion caused by SEI growth and in ranking the performance of different Li-ion chemistries 
via capacity retention and irreversible pressure growth. Unfortunately, although elegant, it remains to be 
seen if this approach can be implemented commercially. 

Acoustic sensing 
Passive acoustic sensing: Beyond the degradation mechanisms stemming from electrolytes, the 
mechanical evolution of electrodes often leads to fracture events and a corresponding release of energy. 
These events consequently emit acoustic waves that depend on intrinsic material characteristics 
(crystallographic structure, grain size, and phase transformations33, etc.), in addition to stresses arising 
during cycling37,38, as depicted in Fig. 2a. Thus, acoustic emission (AE) characterization, as a non-
destructive and passive technique, appears well-suited for tracking an electrode material that undergoes 
phase transitions and repeatedly expands and contracts during cycling, resulting in a range of crack types 
and locations. AE is broadly used39 in civil structures for early detection of damage (cracks, fatigue) in 
concrete construction, and in aerospace to support predictive maintenance via strain mapping of 
aerospace parts. However, AE has had difficulties establishing itself in the field of batteries in spite of 
work dating back to the 1970s when it was used to study the breakdown of beta-alumina electrolyte21 in 
high-temperature sodium-sulphur batteries. Nevertheless, it regained interest in the 1990s, following the 



work by Ohzuku et al. where Li/MnO2 coin cells were mounted with an acoustic transducer attached to 
the cell casing via a silicon grease37. Analyzing the collected acoustic emission signals produced by the 
cell during cycling, the authors spotted events that they ascribed to electrode electrochemical grinding, 
phase transitions, or gas evolution, and further hinted at the feasibility of such analytical tool to predict or 
forewarn of cell failure. This laid the foundation for the more recent use of AE sensing within the field of 
batteries to probe SEI formation, Li-driven volume changes in graphite33 and Si40 electrodes, as well as 
chemo-mechanical effects in layered oxide electrodes. As highlighted by Choe et al.41, with LiCoO2/C 
cells, two types of AE events could be unveiled over two different frequency regions, based on waveform 
analysis, which when combined with scanning electron microscope (SEM) measurements, were assigned 
to LiCoO2 fracture and SEI growth, respectively. Of course, the AE spectra will depend on cell chemistry, 
as highlighted by a recent study on LiNiO2/Li cells42 where three distinct types of acoustic events are 
discerned during cycling. In addition to particle fracture, the growth of a cathode electrolyte interphase 
(CEI) at the positive electrode was also evidenced. However, cell voltage guidance together with 
complementary EIS and SEM measurements, were necessary to distinguish these phenomena. So 
despite the highly sensitive technique being relatively easy to apply, its difficulty resides in the complexity 
of linking observed events with their physical origin, unless complemented by additional analytical 
techniques.  

Active acoustic sensing: New studies are employing acoustic ultrasound characterization, which is an 
active, but non-destructive technique that relies on the use of two piezoelectric transducers43-46: one 
sensor injects acoustic waves of a defined frequency into the battery when cycling, while the other one 
records the wave after it has travelled through the battery medium, see Fig. 2b. Its propagation velocity 
and amplitude attenuation not only depend on the properties (moduli, density, thicknesses, and porosity) 
of the anodes, cathodes, separators, and current collector layers that the wave is crossing (bearing in 
mind that at each interface the waves will be in part reflected and transmitted) but also on the electrolyte 
loading or residual gas bubbles. Although complex, these variables can be simulated via the elastic wave 
propagation theory, while the time-of-flight (ToF) vs. amplitude spectra of received pulses are temporally 
recorded upon cycling47. From this information, a link between the ultrasonic spectra and SoC can be 
inferred. An explicit illustration47 is conveyed via an operando study of commercial LiCoO2/C pouch cells 
that were interrogated in their various SoC by employing pulses of 200 kHz. Both the amplitude and ToF 
of one peak of the rectified, received pulses showed a linear dependence on the SoC47 and can enable 
the construction of models for predicting the SoH48.  

A more simple and practical way of using ultrasound within the field of batteries was recently illustrated 
by J. Dahn et al., who developed an ultrasonic imaging apparatus49,50 that consists of a pair of movable 
ultrasonic transducers positioned on each side of the pouch cell with the whole cell immersed in silicone 



oil for ultrasonic coupling, shown in Fig. 2c. With the attenuation of the transmitted signal being drastically 
different between dried, wetted or gas-containing electrodes, the authors succeeded in visualizing the 
electrolyte distribution within the cell as a function of impregnation time and electrolyte content by 
monitoring the amplitude of the transmitted wave. Moreover, cycling the Li-ion NMC/C cells with either 
different temperatures, cut-off voltages, or electrolytes, they could detect the early stages of gassing and 
confirm the number of cycles before the cell dries up. Thus, it offers the possibility of using ultrasonic 
imaging for assisting with electrolyte filling of Li-ion pouch cells, as well as tracking cell performance over 
time. This could be of great help for online inspection in LIB manufacturing facilities, provided that means 
are offered to manage the silicone oil inclusion.  

Altogether, the sensors described so far (temperature, strain gauge, electrochemical, and acoustic) 
have different merits and enable access to key metrics for monitoring the ageing of commercial batteries 
under simulated working conditions. However, most of these sensing techniques, with the exception of 
acoustic ones, can barely access more than a single metric with precision. Acoustics are indeed prolific 
for visualizing consequences of mechanical effects but suffer from an inability to distinguish the exact 
sources. Furthermore, they do not provide direct access to invaluable temperature or thermodynamics 
observables. On the other hand, the development of optical sensing permits access to conjoined physical-
thermal-chemical parameters that are essential not only for tracking the dynamic chemistry of parasitic 
reactions, but also for predicting cell end of life or anticipating thermal runaway.  
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Fig. 2 | Acoustic sensing. a-c, The schematic illustrations showing the experimental set-ups and typical 
signals of non-destructive passive and active acoustic sensing in (a) and (b), respectively, with the 
acoustic imaging in (c). The Fourier analysis of the representative waveform signals (top) in (a) unravels 
two frequency events (bottom) that are related to the gas bubbles accompanied by SEI growth and the 
electrochemical crack of the positive electrode, respectively38. (b) shows the smoothed data (dark lines) 
of the pristine acoustic response (shallow lines) in a Li-ion cell (top) with a strong correlation between the 
SoC and both the amplitude and the ToF of one peak (bottom)47. Lastly, the acoustic imaging of a pouch 
cell50 is shown in (c). Taking advantage of the different attenuation properties between wetted and dried 
cells or in gases, contour maps were obtained for distinguishing these regions, hence enabling tracking 
of electrolyte wetting and battery ageing. 
 

Optical sensing 
Optical fiber Bragg grating sensor: The rise of telecommunications technology based on optical fibers 
and optoelectronic devices has led to the successive development of optical sensors for a range of 
applications in the engineering and medical sectors51. The diversity of optical sensing methods lies in 
various physical phenomena by which light interacts with matter by either scattering (Brillouin52, 
Rayleigh53, or Raman54 scattering), diffraction, or absorption. For fibers, these interactions can either 
occur along the complete fiber length or be intentionally localized, leading to distributed or quasi-
distributed sensors51. Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) optical sensors, for example, have a periodic modification 
of the refractive index inscribed over a finite distance in a single mode optical fiber (SMF).  

SMF-FBG sensors, with the Bragg grating region acting as a reflector for a specific wavelength λB 

(Fig.  3a), are a mature technology used in many applications, including 
construction/assembling/infrastructure sectors for structural health monitoring51. They operate by 

correlating the wavelength dependence of the signal (λB) with the local temperature (T), pressure (P), and 

strain (ε) of the surrounding environment55. Amongst their advantages, they are immune to 
electromagnetic interference, environmentally compatible, electrically insulating, lightweight with a small 
form factor, and additionally offer the possibility of multiplexed, multi-parameter sensing51. Owing to such 
benefits, SMF-FBG sensors have been inserted in fuel-cell stacks for thermal and water management via 
the combined monitoring of local temperature and humidity (with a polymer coating) under transient 
operating conditions56.  

SMF-FBG sensors have also been used in the field of batteries57,58, owing to the pioneering works of 
PARC (a Xerox company)59, Pinto’s group60,61, and others. FBGs were shown to be perfectly suitable for 
achieving reliable cell temperature images of Li-ion pouch and cylindrical cells under real working 
conditions62-64 (Fig. 3c), hence enabling access to the electrochemical-driven temperature gradient within 
the cell core and probing the effects61 of overcharge or external short-circuit on temperature. Besides 
monitoring the temperature with high sensitivity and space resolution, FBGs are also sensitive to strain 



(ε)65-67, and two sensors (such as two FBGs65,66 or one FBG + one Fabry-Perot sensor67) can be used to 

decouple ε and T. By cleverly configuring pairs of FBGs, PARC demonstrated in their seminal work65,66 

that embedded FBGs sensors in large-format lithium-ion pouch cells for EV’s applications are the ideal 
option to monitor strain and temperature over various operational and safety-critical scenarios. Based on 
the accuracy of the strain measured by FBGs, they were able to reach estimates of SoC of the pouch 
cells with an error of less than 2.5% under different temperature conditions and dynamic cycling, while 
also being able to predict the capacity up to 10 cycles ahead with approximately an error of 2% or lower66. 
Thus, it implies that the cell capacity can be inferred by strain measurement. PARC also demonstrated 
the viability to further embed a FBG sensor within the graphite electrode in a liquid pouch cell and covert 
strain into stress for tracking its changes68 (Fig. 3d). A successful extension of this approach to solid-state 
batteries is presently underway with the feasibility of monitoring stress evolutions both at interfaces and 
within the solid composite electrodes, hence providing guidance for electrode designs and cell assembling 
configurations in highly anticipated solid-state batteries.  

In spite of the insights from SMF-FBGs discussed above, which correlate observables with battery 
SoC or SoH, the correlation between the observables and the underlying chemistry was not established. 
Recently, our group55 partially closed this gap by pairing a SMF-FBG with another FBG written in a 
microstructured optical fiber (MOF-FBG), which by virtue of its air-hole pattern design offers a high 
sensitivity to hydraulic pressure. This renders possible the precise decoupling of temperature and 
pressure within the cell during cycling55 (Fig. 3b). Using 18650 commercial Na-ion cells relying on the 
NVPF/C cell chemistry, we demonstrate the feasibility of tracking chemical events, such as the formation 
of SEI together with the evolution of parasitic chemical reactions. Moreover, via the use of multiple FBG 
sensors, a novel operando optical calorimetry method was developed based on a thermal model that 
enabled us to indirectly determine/quantify heat flows generated by the cells under different uses55 (Fig. 
3e). Unlike the isothermal calorimetry69, it enables the access to heat capacity contributions and thus the 
full parameterization of battery thermal models. Taken together, these findings allow interfacial reactions 
to be monitored and offer a scalable solution for screening the role of electrolyte additives during the 
SEI/CEI formation, as was recently proven by the identification of a high-performance electrolyte for Na-
ion cells70. Moreover, knowledge of the cell’s thermodynamic parameters extracted by this technique is 
of paramount importance to design battery thermal management systems71.  



 
Fig. 3 | Optical sensing relying on FBGs. a-e, The working principle of FBG sensors is described in (a) 
together with examples showing their benefits to operando monitor temperature (b, c), pressure (b), 
strain/stress (d), and heat (e). As shown in (a), the incident light is injected into the fibre core, and the 
fibre Bragg grating selectively reflects a characteristic peak at λB = 2neffΛ with neff and Λ being the effective 
refractive index of the grating and the Bragg grating period, respectively. Due to the dependence of neff 
and Λ on T, P, and ε, the FBG sensor can monitor T, P, and ε by tracking λB shift. The variations of T and 
P, as deduced by combining FBGs written in SMF and MOF fibers55, are shown in (b) with in (c) a cell 
temperature imaging obtained using an array of FBGs on the same fiber63. (d) shows the use of FBG 
embedded inside the graphite electrodes to determine stress evolution inside the electrode during 
cycling68. (e) shows the FBG’s positioning for performing optical calorimetry and accessing the heat 
associated with the various steps (indexed by "1” to “4” in the figure) of the cascade reactions leading to 
the formation of the SEI55. 

 
Fiber optic evanescent wave sensor: To access rich chemical information pertaining to electrode 
materials, Li inventory, or electrolyte properties such as the refractive index (RI), we must escape from 
the situation in which the light is confined within the fiber core, as previously described. Measuring RI 
changes necessitates an optical sensing principle that relies on the evanescent field interaction at the 
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boundary between the fiber and the surrounding medium, as with fiber optic evanescent wave sensor 
(FOEWS). This calls for design modification of the optical fiber so that the light propagating in the direction 
of the fiber axis can partly escape from the core and reach the fiber/surrounding interface (Fig. 4a). One 
solution to achieve evanescent waves penetrating the external medium for distances on the order of 
hundred nanometers is to partially or totally remove the fiber cladding through etching72, polishing, or even 
by directly writing FBGs on the cladding73. Another approach has relied on either increasing the grating 
period (~500 nm to tens/hundreds of μm) or tilting the grating plane of FBGs, leading to two other types 
of devices called long period grating (LPG)74 and tilted fiber Bragg grating (TFBG)75 sensors (Fig. 4b), 
respectively. Bearing in mind that the light in the cladding modes of these devices is penetrating the fiber 
environment, LPG and TFBG are sensitive to the surrounding RI, hence enabling real applications in 
gas/liquid detection76, (bio-)chemical sensing77, and in the field of electrochemistry such as 
supercapacitors78.  

Progress in this direction of chemical environment sensing within the field of batteries is illustrated by 
a study73 dealing with RI measurements in 5 Ah Li-ion (NMC/C) pouch cells by using an FBG inscribed 
into the etched cladding of an optical fiber. A marked correlation between fading cell capacity and changes 
in the optical signals could be obtained. However, with this approach, several intertwined parameters (T, 
RI, and ε) are measured at once, thus rendering the quantification of RI infeasible73. To overcome this 
complexity, a recent study79 has injected a TFBG into the central void of pre-drilled commercial 18650 
Na-ion cells to remove the sensitivity to ε. Unlike the sole peak pertaining to FBG and LPG detection, the 
rich features in TFBGs spectra facilitate the decoupling of multiple parameters, such as T and RI under 
real working conditions. By tracking changes of the RI during the formation cycle that are related to the 
variation of electrolyte characteristics in various electrolytes, it was feasible to trace decomposition 
pathways (e.g., the formation of sodium methoxide and dimethyl oxalate in the presence of dimethyl 
carbonate (DMC)) and comment on electrolyte stability during cycling. Copious electrolyte degradation 
can occasionally provoke particle precipitation that leads to modification of the electrolyte turbidity. This 
can be spotted as well by TFBGs due to the particulate-induced optical scattering and absorption. Thus, 
it possible with TFBGs to monitor a cell’s SoH with the advantage of avoiding the delicate process of 
cladding etching. Additionally, since each resonance peak responds differently to RI, T, and ε, the multiple 
modes of TFBG offer a viable platform to acquire at the same time multiple observables that can be 
decoupled from each other (e.g., quantifying internal pressure as an additional observable by inscribing 
TFBGs on a MOF fiber).  

Plasmonic sensors, which in this context, can be viewed as optical fibers covered by a thin metallic 
layer which excites a surface plasmon resonance (SPR)80, are naturally sensitive to the RI of the fiber’s 
surrounding environment. Since a change in RI can be linked to a change in physical or chemical 



composition, SPR sensors can be used for operando monitoring of physio-chemical changes in a 
penetration radius of a couple hundreds of nm to 1 micron around the sensor81. One possible embodiment 
of a SPR sensor consists of a fiber containing a TFBG, coated with a metal layer (typically, Au, Ag, etc.) 
in Fig. 4c, offering a better RI sensitivity than bare TFBGs. Thus, in 2018, Guo and Albert et al. 
demonstrated the use of a TFBG-SPR sensor to monitor the SoC of a supercapacitor78, since the 
electrolyte concentration varies with SoC in a supercapacitor (anions adsorb at one electrode, while 
cations adsorb at the other). Alternatively, in a nano-plasmonic sensor (NPS), the continuous metal 
coating is replaced by a structured nanocoating or array of nanoparticles82. This allows the NPS to probe 
local surface plasmon resonances83, enabling the sensing of molecular binding and conformation84. 
Dealing with the field of energy, the use of the plasmonic approach for monitoring hydrogen insertion into 
the intermetallic compounds is worth mentioning85. The present center of activities around nano-
plasmonic sensing is intimately linked to progress in materials and nanoscience for adjusting the optical 
response of metallic nanostructures by engineering the dimension, size, shape, or dielectric 
environment82. Turning to the field of batteries, researchers from the company Insplorion 
(https://www.insplorion.com/en/battery-sensor/) are presently implementing a NPS approach in 
commercial batteries so as to record in real-time physio-chemical changes such as the variations in Li-
ion concentration of the electrolyte. Moreover, an array of NPS sensors should be a good tool for transport 
properties determination86, essential to electrochemical modeling. 

Despite the potential benefit of accessing RI, there is a constant uncertainty about which specific 
characteristics of the electrolytes that are being measured, about changes due to specific electrolyte 
degradation, or variation of the salt or solvent concentration within the electrolyte. Unfortunately, the cell 
remains a black box regarding its dynamic chemistry. Are optical sensors capable of revealing such 
chemistry? This may indeed be one of the most promising aspects of such sensors when we remember 
that many spectroscopic techniques, such as Raman87, phosphorescence88, and infrared absorption 
spectroscopies, rely on the use of evanescent waves as well. A step towards this direction was taken 
once it was realized that the lithiation of graphite electrode is associated with a transmittance in the near 
infrared band (750 - 900 nm) within the SiO2 fiber transmittance region (0-3 μm). Thus, by extending the 
FOEWS from RI to spectroscopic measurements, the changes in graphite72 optical properties can be 
detected. With these FOEWS, it is possible to assess the SoC of graphite, and further estimation of the 
SoH by monitoring the loss of Li inventory upon cycling becomes feasible. It was then logical to use 
FOEWS sensors to probe the electrolyte and to identify the nature and formulae of the chemical species 
forming during cell formation, which is critical to understanding the SEI growth and for providing a means 
to improve it. A difficulty, however, resides in the absorbing wavelength domain of such molecules that is 
beyond the transmittance domains of SiO2 fibers89. One solution to this is to use chalcogenide (sulfides, 



selenides, and tellurides) glass fibers that can transmit light within the 2 – 12 μm wavelength range89 (Fig. 
4d). In one example, Te2As3Se5 glass fibers were passed through the central voids of 18650 Na-ion cells 
and connected to an infrared optical signal generator and detector, while the cells (each with different 
electrolyte formulations) were electrochemically cycled90. From the analysis of the collected spectra 
during the formation cycle and long cycling, the growth of additional infrared bands in cells containing 
DMC-based electrolytes leads to the ability to quantify Na-alkyl carbonates and Na-methoxy species. This 
ability to record the appearance of chemical species and even quantify them during battery formation and 
cycling by infrared absorption spectroscopy opens the way to an enhancement of battery lifetime and 
improved prospects for sustainability.  

 
Fig. 4 | Optical sensing based on evanescent waves. a-d, The fundamental principal of FOEWS in (a) 
with the various sensors (b-d) working on this principle. As depicted in (a), the light propagates in the 
waveguide and the electromagnetic field away from the surface decays evanescently in the z-direction 
with a penetration depth81,83,91 on the order of 0.1 to 10 μm, enabling the interactions of light with the 
surrounding media. A schematic illustration of a TFBG sensor is shown in (b) together with a typical 
resonance spectrum, out of which a few metrics (T, ε, and RI) can be deduced from the respective 
wavelength shift of each resonant peak. (c) is a derived version of (b) on which a thin plasmonic metallic 
film was deposited to stimulate the surface plasmon resonance, providing better sensitivity to RI than the 
neat TFBG. Lastly, a tapered chalcogenide fiber for conducting an operando measurement in a 
commercial cell during cycling under real working conditions is shown in (d) together with an accompanied 
collected infrared absorption spectrum. 
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Outlook 
New optical sensors are rapidly improving the feasibility for tracking key physical-chemical-thermal 
metrics and relating them to the SoC, SoH, SoP, and state of safety (SoS) of batteries. Aside from state 
estimation, the sensors can instantaneously identify catastrophic failures and extreme abuses. The 
various sensing approaches considered are neutral to cell chemistry since they can be used either in non-
aqueous environment (Li(Na)ion, Li-S, solid-state batteries) or in aqueous environment (Zn-MnO2, etc.).  

Nevertheless, we must recognize that there are still a number of issues to be addressed prior to 
putting some of these advances into practice, but such challenges may also lead to new opportunities, as 
discussed below. Firstly, the usefulness of new fiber-based devices will only be meaningful if the lifetime 
of the sensor is greater than that of battery. This then calls for a thorough investigation of the long-term 
chemical stability of silica or chalcogenide-based fibers and of the metal plasmonic coatings in the harsh 
chemical nature of fluorine-based battery environments. This stability issue can be expected to be even 
more problematic for bare fibers. Naturally, this is a factor that we must anticipate by developing innovative 
chemical coatings having extremely high chemical and thermal stability, without compromising their 
optical properties.  

Secondly, it is important for practical reasons to make optical sensors an integral part of the battery 
and not simply an add-on, but the relative manufacturing cost vs. benefit will determine which sensing 
approaches are deployed in packaged products, and which are relegated to internal R&D units. However, 
we can note that in the field of composites structures (pressure vessel and others), embedding single or 
multi-axis fiber grating strain sensor arrays is common practice. Furthermore, we note how the battery 
industry is presently trending towards individual cells with larger capacity and larger cost (e.g., 18650  
46800 or reducing number of pouch/prismatic cells in pack), increasingly justifying the incorporation of 
new functionality and the use of optical multiplexing to interrogate sensor arrays, while bypassing wiring 
constraints. Within this context, it is worth highlighting the cost analysis by Alamgir et al. from PARC65 in 
2016 which anticipated that a fiber-optic-sensing-based BMS would be comparable and competitive with 
an electrical sensing BMS. The study also noted that the cost of optical sensing, owing to multiplexing of 
the optical signals, does not scale up linearly with the number of cells, as is the case of electrical sensing.  

The combination of innovations in sensor fabrication, along with advancements in data processing, 
may help in realizing a “lab-on-fiber” analytical platform for battery monitoring in the field. Pushing further 
this “lab-on-fiber” concept for chemical insights, one can envision the inscribing of FBGs or TFBGs on 
chalcogenides or even coupling acoustic transducers to FBG receivers in order to enhance strain imaging 
resolution, as done in aerospace92, or vice versa for photoacoustic approaches alike in medicine. With 
widespread adoption, addressing such a “lab-on-fiber” in a WiFi-type mode would be ideal. Relevant 



experience may be gained from wireless, portable fiber optic interrogation systems in the medical93 and 
aerospace94 fields. Though encouraging, miniaturization and cost reduction of the interrogation system 
are still in need for battery applications, requiring close partnering with experts in optical hardware and 
signal processing.  

Optical multisensory will also greatly benefit from the fiber materials engineering advancements, such 
as preparing a wide variety of fibers differentiated by their size (reaching less than a few microns facilitates 
their incorporation into coiled or flat electrodes), their nature (SiO2, chalcogenides, or even polymers), 
and their morphology. For example, two “butterfly” MOFs with different angular orientations were 
embedded within composite materials for assessing the three-dimensional strain field95. Together with the 
emergence of MOF having various air-hole shapes, photonic crystal fibers (PCFs, a subgroup of MOF) 
bearing a central core, either hole or solid, surrounded by a cladding consisting of a periodic arrangement 
of microscopic capillaries96 (Fig. 5a), provide unique sensing opportunities. They offer the possibility of 
infusing sub-μL liquids97 within their open channels, hence drastically increasing the evanescent field 
penetration and therefore rendering PCF ideal for chemical detection via UV-vis, infrared, and Raman 
spectroscopies (Fig. 5b). PCFs are being widely exploited for the development of biosensors for molecular 
recognition98 (Fig. 5c) and have been recently used for the first time in the field of batteries to follow the 
evolution of electrolyte by Raman spectroscopy during cycling97 (Fig. 5b). Bearing in mind that PCF can 
also be made with chalcogenides fibers, infrared experiments are equally feasible but await to be realized.  
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Fig. 5 | Fiber engineering. a-c, Advances in the realization of diversified PCFs96 are shown in (a, scale 
bars from left to right correspond to 5, 20, 10, 20 μm, respectively) together with the first reported 
experiment in the field of batteries using such a type of fiber in (b) and the applications in biosensors in 
(c). A schematic of the set-up for conducting operando Raman spectroscopy with PCF sensors to monitor 
the electrolyte evolution upon cycling is shown in (b) with a collected Raman spectrum97. Lastly, the 
benefit of using fiber capillary through the microfluidics set-ups for designing biosensors is shown in (c) 
for molecular recognition as well as the possible inspiration to extend such experiments to the field of 
batteries to sense specific, important molecules. Note that the surfaces of the capillaries can be 
functionalized for various purposes. 
 

Thirdly, transmission and reception of the colossal amount of data obtained by sensing into BMS is 
another indispensable aspect to consider. The communication interfaces of the sensor must be viewed 
as an integrated aspect and have to be taken into account upstream, such that the sensor and cell are 
effectively co-designed. The development of intelligent responsive BMS and of state function estimators 
relies on the full exploitation of information available from the cell. To bring this fascinating field to fruition, 
subsequent advances dealing with both hardware and software are needed. The proper transfer functions 
and modeling tools (including the first-principle and other multiscale multiphysics models99) must wisely 
use the sensing information read-out either at the cell, module, or pack level. For this to happen, the 
setting of a multisensory integration platform that fuses established models and state indicator algorithms 
developed via artificial intelligence (AI)99 is essential. One plausible solution, as depicted in Fig. 6, is that 
data will be transferred from the battery in real time via IoT to feed a digital twin100 in the cloud (i.e., 
computationally-intensive multi-parameter model), which accurately calculates the state functions and 
relays information back to the BMS unit for improved operation. Although optimistic, such models would 
dramatically benefit from the increase in available information compared to today’s off-line approach. In 
short, optical multisensory techniques open a new era for battery research that is solely limited by our 
imagination. 

 



 
Fig. 6 | Projecting in the future. The “lab-on-fiber” concept combining FBG, TFBG, and chalcogenide 
infrared sensors is synergized with the cloud, AI, and digital twins to fully exploit the sensing information 
and offer critical read-outs of SoC, SoH, SoP, and SoS, etc. at the cell, module, or pack level for the 
intelligent and responsive BMS. The convergence of these cross-disciplinary approaches will result in 
long-life, highly reliable, and nearly fully sustainable batteries. 

 
The development of these diagnostic tools coupled with advanced BMS methods will present the new 

possibility of approaching a battery’s theoretical performance during real-time operation. By offering 
accurate information and importantly, information history, batteries will become not only friendlier to the 
users, but also more valuable and less interchangeable. This approach can boost their wide acceptance 
in transport and other applications, some of which (e.g., aerospace and defense) may be earlier adopters 
due to their more aggressive operational requirements and higher cost tolerance than EVs. As we have 

discussed, the monitoring of the battery metrics at the material level (T, P, ε), at the electrolyte level (RI 

and parasitic chemical species), and at the interface level (SEI) would allow us to enhance battery 
reliability and sustainability. This can, in theory, lead to a securitized table of the metrics and states, or 
perhaps even a blockchain-backed record, which is essential for it to become an energy-asset and 
optimize its service life. For example, current vehicle-to-grid scenarios expect that energy will be 
transferred back to the power grid from the battery of an electric car. Sensing mastery can verify the 
battery functional status through an electronic passport5, which then confirms the eligibility to ‘plug-in’. 
Similarly, knowledge of thermodynamic metrics provided by optical microcalorimetry will help to achieve 
the fastest or least-damaging charge rates in a safer way. Equally, it would allow for an online evaluation 
and optimization of internal cell balancing, in turn allowing for a finer tuning of, for example, maximum 
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charging power. Altogether, we have argued how the injection of embedded sensing technologies capable 
of performing spatial and time-resolved monitoring will give new life and shine light into old batteries. We 
anticipate that future optical sensing will lead to smarter and greener batteries. This is timely, since based 
on European new directives5, governments may even move to bind industry to control specific metrics in 
batteries in the coming years, hence facilitating industrial cooperation. We thus hope that this review will 
arouse interests and curiosity from a wide range of disciplines together with diversified industries beyond 
the battery sector because significant multidisciplinary challenges remain to realize a miniaturized optical 
fiber sensing platform. In the end, the practical success of operando monitoring of batteries will depend 
on the ambition and efficiency of the cross-fertilization between different scientific and industrial actors.  
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